#UPHILLFLOW – SHOW
US YOUR SPECIAL eBIKE
MOMENT!
Under #uphillflow we are looking for your
unique flow and trail experiences. Share all
impressions under #uphillflow and get
inspired by many other eBike moments of
the community.
#uphillflow

www.bosch-uphillflow.com
www.bosch-ebike.com
www.facebook.com/boschebikesystems
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Mountain biking is pure adrenaline
for you. You love descending trails
quickly and smoothly. But why always
only downhill? With an eMountain
Bike, you experience the
ultimate uphill flow.

THERE IS NO LONGER ANY
MOUNTAIN THAT IS TOO STEEP.

eMOUNTAIN BIKING

EXPANDS
YOUR LIMITS.

eMountain Biking opens up completely
new possibilities: more power, more
flow, more action! If you master the
right technique, the support brings you
into an uphill flow, which is great fun.
And something you will never experience
on a normal mountain bike.
Your athletic goals do not loose out.

PERFORMANCE LINE CX
MORE TERRAIN. MORE TEMPERAMENT.
MORE POWER.
Experience mountain biking with unknown
dynamics. The new Drive Unit Performance
CX is the ideal drive for off-road. The
powerhouse thrills trail enthusiasts with
a torque of up to 75 Nm, powerful pedal
assistance from 50% to 300%, and
sensitive response characteristics. Real
flow on the trail with incredible drive.

The eMountain Bike is your perfect
training partner – with the smart
MAXIMUM MOMENTUM
DIRECT FLOW

on-board computer Nyon from Bosch,
you always have your planned route
and fitness values in view.

TRAIL CONTROL
GEAR CHANGE CONTROL
ISIS INTERFACE
RUGGED POWDER COATING

Click on it
www.bosch-uphillflow.com

UPHILL,
DOWNHILL
OR
NORTH
SHORE:
MAXIMUM FUN UPHILL
The eBike lets you ride slopes
you would normally be reluctant to
take, or not be able to ride at all.

PURE ACTION
WITH THE
eMOUNTAIN BIKE.

RIDE DIFFICULT TRAILS
With the eBike, even spectacular
trails can be managed: You need
less power to pedal and can fully
concentrate on riding –
and enjoy the flow!

And that is fun. Always pay
attention to the direction of travel in
bike parks, particularly on downhill
sections and north shore trails!

MORE CONTROL DOWNHILL
The low center of gravity of eBikes
ensures a perfect trail position, and the
higher weight improves braking traction.
Used correctly in turns, the so-called Curve
boost will help you to ride with real flow.
This works best in Turbo mode and the
highest possible gear.

WHERE ARE THE BEST TRAILS?
NYON TAKES YOU THERE!
The smart on-board computer Nyon
from Bosch has a special function for
the mountain bike: It navigates you
via GPS on narrow roads and off-road
routes – and also shows you your
personal fitness values, for example.
Find out everything else that Nyon can
do online at connect-your-way.com

Discover new horizons with the
eMountain Bike: No climb is too steep,
no trail too difficult. What previously
was only possible with a pounding
pulse is now a real pleasure – pure
riding enjoyment!

FASCINATION
eMOUNTAIN BIKING:

RIDING ENJOYMENT
AND THE ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCE IN NATURE.

With the eMountain Bike, you can conquer
even the highest peak. With the right
riding technique, you can travel off-road
safely and smoothly – allowing you to
enjoy nature and spectacular mountain vistas completely relaxed.
Thanks to the powerful drive, you
save a lot of muscle power and have
more energy reserves for long tours
and great trails. The powerful
Bosch PowerPacks support you
with great range.

FROM TRAIL BOOST
TO UPHILL WHEELIE:

UPHILL FLOW II
In the South Tirolean mountains,

TIPS AND TRICKS
FROM A PROFESSIONAL.

PEDAL MANAGEMENT

Bosch organized a riding technique

Whether you want to overcome large obstacles or ride
through tight bends: The right pedal position is crucial
in order to safely control your bike at all times. With uphill
flow, continuous pedal movement is important to get stable
support and thus not interrupt the flow. In order to not hit

Riding an eMountain Bike is a lot of fun. But it

the pedal on obstacles, a very coordinated and anticipatory

is important that you master the basics of

riding style is required.

riding technique – such as braking, keeping
your balance, pedal management, and proper
STARTING ON A STEEP SLOPE

cornering.

A powerful drive makes it possible to
start on steep slopes: Just briefly keep
your balance and put both feet on the
pedals – and then start riding. This works
TRAIL BOOST

best in a low gear – in Tour or Sport mode,

Trail boost supports the familiar

depending on the surface.

push technology. With the eMountain
Bike, the trails can have even more
flow in Turbo mode with a high gear
and minimal pedal movement.

UPHILL WHEELIE
With the Uphill wheelie, you remain in
the saddle the entire time – the front
wheel lifts slightly off the ground again and

CURVE BOOST
A small pedal rotation is enough for an
enormous thrust forward. With Curve boost
you can corner on trails and downhill with
a lot of flow – this is best in Turbo mode
with a high gear.

again. In this way you can smoothly overcome small obstacles and rough sections
while continuing to pedal.

camp with Trial World Champion
Stefan Schlie – this takes you to the video!
www.bosch-uphillflow.com

„

I NEVER KNEW
THAT UPHILL
RIDING COULD BE
SO MUCH FUN. NOT
ONLY BECAUSE I NOW
HAVE THE ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT BUT ALSO
BECAUSE IT IS JUST
AWESOME. SOMETHING
HAPPENS WITH THE
BIKE, AND WITH MYSELF.
I CAN GET MORE OUT
OF MYSELF THAN WAS
PREVIOUSLY
POSSIBLE.

„

“

Michaela Zingerle,
Management
BikeHotels South Tirol

eMOUNTAIN BIKING –

UPHILL
FLOW

THAT IS ADDICTIVE:
„IT’S A TRUE SPORT “
Marcus Klausmann,
14-time winner of the German
Downhill Championship

With the eBike, a completely new
riding experience is possible – powerful,
dynamic, and fast-paced: Even real

THE eBIKE IS IDEAL
FOR TOURS WITH
MIXED GROUPS. IN
GROUPS, A VARIETY
OF PEOPLE COME
TOGETHER AND
EVERYONE HAS A
DIFFERENT LEVEL OF
FITNESS. WITH THE
eBIKE, EVERYONE
CAN NEVERTHELESS
DO THE SAME TOUR.
AND THERE IS
SOMETHING THERE
FOR EVERYONE.

“

Petra Kritzinger,
Mountain Bike Guide, Alpe di Siusi

mountain bike professionals
have discovered the fascination of
eBiking for themselves.

As an experienced mountain biker, you
are certainly familiar with the DIMB and
IMBA Rules of the Trail – and you comply
with them, of course. This “etiquette”
also applies to riders of eBikes, of course –
especially since they have even more power
under the saddle.
STAY ON THE TRAIL

ALWAYS PART OF
YOUR TOUR:

RESPECT FOR
PEOPLE AND
NATURE.

Although it is tempting: Going off the beaten
track or onto a meadow is not cool. Mountain
biking is also about experiencing nature –
and it should remain as beautiful as it is.
PASS, BUT WITH RESPECT
You can of course climb the mountain faster
with your eBike than a biker without a drive
system. You should therefore show respect
when passing! And don’t forget: You are
riding with support, and the person you are
passing is not.
KEEP TO THE DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
In bike parks, pay attention to the direction
of travel, particularly on downhill sections
and north shore trails!

On alpine trails with eMountain Bikes,
the riding experience and technology
are put to the test for mastering
uphill and downhill requirements.

